Whitecaps

Whitecaps Manufacturing provides our customers with
the finest quality chimney caps and related items that
are exceptional in materials and craftsmanship.

It’s About The Little Things
At Whitecaps Manufacturing, it’s the little things that matter.
Little things like guaranteed same day shipping on all stock orders placed
by 3 p.m. Little things like the most generous free freight policy in the
industry. Orders $1000 or more east of the Mississippi never pay a dime in
shipping. Areas west of the Mississippi receive a $100 freight allowance.
Little things like providing the largest selection of stock caps in the industry, and little things like employing former chimney sweeps and industry
professionals that know exactly what you need.
At Whitecaps Manufacturing, we’re “big” on the little things.

Single Flue Clamp Caps
Single Flue Clamp Caps
Available in stainless or copper, these exceptional caps feature a super tight fit, one screw fastening,
removable lids, compact collapsible base and boasts the tightest fit in the industry! This cap offers
the most net free screen area which deters clogging and is less restrictive than other caps. Available
with standard 3/4” mesh or optional 5/8” mesh and 2 1/2” or 4 1/2” lid overhang.

Standard Stainless 13x13 with
6 1/2” Screen & Big Lid

Copper 13x13 with 6 1/2”
Screen & Standard Lid

Superb Craftsmanship

Knowledgeable People

The ability to combine the traditions of excellent craftsmanship with innovative technology and industry-proven
techniques has propelled Whitecaps Manufacturing to the
forefront of the chimney cap industry.

Whitecaps Manufacturing employs some of the most knowledgeable people in the industry. Former chimney sweeps
and industry professionals take your orders, provide technical assistance and manufacture your caps.

While some may boast bigger facilities and a larger
number of employees, none offers the quality and personal attention that is put into every chimney cap and custom
chimney product that we sell.

Whitecaps Manufacturing was formed ten years ago by Jeff
White, a former chimney sweep, whose desire to provide
a quality product for chimney professionals motivates
everyone at Whitecaps to go above and beyond in providing
excellent customer service.

Designer Lid Option

Top Mount Caps
Whitecaps offers over 628 different caps, the largest in
the industry. Top Mount Caps are available in stainless
or copper and comes in 4 different screen heights and
2 lid sizes.

Any single flue cap can now come with an
optional designer lid for that “special” touch!
These beautiful caps are available in stainless
or copper and 6 1/2” and 10 1/2” screen heights
and 2 1/2” and 4 1/2” overhang.
Like our standard flue caps, these designer lids
sport a super tight fit, one screw fastening, near
zero flue obstruction, removable lids, provides
a clean looking installation and has the tightest
fit in the industry!
Its all in the details and with these beautiful
designer lids, you can’t go wrong.

Stainless 13x18 with 10 1/2”
Screen & Designer Big Lid

Copper 13x13 with 6 1/2”
Screen & Designer Lid

Both stainless and copper top mount caps feature
reversible mounting flanges which greatly enhance
the ability to level the chimney cap, removable lids and
your choice of standard or designer lids.
These exceptional caps come with a lifetime warranty
and includes stainless Tapcon® screws and masonry
drill bit - everything you need for a quick and simple
installation.

Copper 17x29 with 10” Screen
and Standard Lid

Copper 17x29 with 10” Screen
and Standard Lid

Custom Chimney Caps
Whitecaps Manufacturing was founded in 1998 by Jeff White, a long time chimney sweep with a desire to manufacture quality custom
chimney caps. Ten years later, Whitecaps Manufacturing has established itself as an industry leader and quality custom caps is still our
major focus and a large part of our business. No matter what style cap you choose, rest assured that you will be getting superior quality in
a timely manner at a competitive price.

Step Up To Quality
Whitecaps Manufacturing warrants Whitecaps Custom Products to be free from defects in material or
workmanship for as long as the original consumer
owns the chimney system.
As with all of our custom products, you specify
the mounting bases - outside mount (base wraps
around the outside of the chimney top), top mount
(flexible flange mounts to the top of the chimney
crown) or clamp (made to attach directly to the flue
liner).

In addition to customized bases and lids, you can also choose your choice of materials and screens - stainless steel, copper or galvanized steel and 3/4” or 5/8” screen
mesh.
All of our custom products are American Made - straight from our manufacturing
facility in Monroe, NC. For technical assistance, you will talk with former chimney
sweeps and knowledgeable chimney professionals who know exactly what you
need. Technical assistance is provided by the same professional people that handle
your order.
And when you order with Whitecaps, rest assured that all orders are doublechecked before shipping to be sure they are exactly as your ordered it.

Three lid styles are available - hip lid (any pitch), hip
and ridge lid (any pitch) and flat lids.

Copper Outside Mount
with Gable-Style Lid and
Corner Reinforcements

Stainless Outside Mount With Flat
Lid And Corner Reinforcements

Copper Outside Mount with
Hip & Ridge Lid and Corner
Reinforcements

Copper Top Mount with Hip &
Ridge Lid With Standing Seams

Customized Solutions For The Chimney Professional
Whitecaps Manufacturing offers a wide range of customized solutions for any application. Choose from Copper Chimney
Pots, Custom Top Mount Caps, Custom Outside Mount Caps, Custom Traditional Hoods, Custom Pot Toppers or Custom
Round Clamp Chimney Caps. All custom caps are available in 3/4” or 5/8” screen mesh. Specify the mounting base, lid style
and metal choice, then send us the measurements and let us do the rest. Its just that simple.

Copper Chimney Pots
Made from 100% copper, these magnificent pots are
carefully hand crafted and come with a lifetime warranty. Chimney pots are crown mounted and feature
removable lids, stainless Tapcons® and drill bit for easy
installation. Octagon, square and cone chimney pots fit
13”x13” and smaller flues. Custom sizes available.

Custom Top Mount Chimney Caps
Top mount chimney caps give you the opportunity
to cover the entire chimney or just the flues. Top
Mount Caps feature removable lids and are available
with 3/4” or 5/8” screen mesh. You specify overhang.
Corner reinforcements available. Mounts the same
way as our standard top mount caps.

Custom Outside Mount Chimney Caps
Think “maximum chimney protection”! Our custom
outside mount chimney caps offer the maximum
protection for the chimney from the rain and the elements. Multiple lid and metal choices to fit the home.
Gives the capacity to hide ugly brickwork or poorly
constructed crowns.

Custom Traditional Hoods
Custom traditional hoods feature 1” standing seam, 3”
outside mount skirt and 3/4” or 5/8” screen mesh on
each end. A subtle but elegant way to dress up multiflue chimneys.

Custom Pot Toppers
Custom pot toppers offer an attractive way to protect
chimneys with chimney pots from rain and debris.
Features a 3” lid overhang, 7” screen height and adheres
with Liquid Nails® (included). Available with 3/4” or 5/8”
screen mesh.

Round Clamp Caps.
These beautiful caps are designed to fit around round
terra cotta flue tiles or metal liners. Easy, single clamp
fastening system attaches with one connection like our
single flue clamp caps. Mounts on metal or clay liners.

Whitecaps Manufacturing
1900 Tower Industrial Drive, Monroe, NC 28110
Tel:(704) 226-9898

Fax: (704) 226-9797

Toll-Free: 1-800-335-2534
whitecaps.com

